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Butterfly Migration
Community Relations and Development Director, Jayne Wilhelm, wanted to brighten up the clients’ and 

members’ yards and give them something positive to enjoy during the COVID-19 pandemic. That’s when she 
thought of a friend, Mayor John Westergaard in neighboring Lake View, IA who does wooden cut outs for 

his community, and she wondered if he would do some for the clients and members of Opportunity Living. 
Jayne reached out to John and he happily replied that he would love to do this! Jayne and John decided on 

butterflies and a few cats as their theme! Phil Fanning and Jayne donated the wood and Mayor John
Westergaard, his wife Laurie, and friend Connie Aasen went to work cutting. 6 hours later, the butterflies 

were ready! Staff, family and friends of Opportunity Living started checking out butterflies and began
painting! We are pleased to announce that the 53 butterflies/cats have now migrated to the clients’ and

members’ homes in Lake City, Rockwell City, Carroll, Opportunity Acres Gardens in Lake City and Community 
Gardens in Rockwell City. For more pictures on the migration, see page 6.

Butterfly Contest Winners

Facebook Fan Favorite:
#18, Michelle Sales & Kenny

Most Colorful:
#15, Brook Mikkelsen & family

Most Creative:
#25, Julie Clayton & family

Best Use of Materials:
#33, Alli True
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Shannon’s Sentiments

THANK YOU, USDA!

Resilience is the first thing that comes to my mind as I reflect back over 
the last few months of 2020. What started out as a hopeful year with 
our newly launched pool campaign, Operation SOS, quickly turned into 
a global pandemic! We were forced to shift our focus from putting the 
“fun” in FUNdraising, to the ever changing guidelines for COVID-19. What 
I have learned in the process is not only have our staff been incredibly 
supportive and flexible, but they have also had the “can do” attitude. Our 
staff have worked tirelessly to make sure our clients/members have felt 
the least amount of impact as possible during this trying time, despite 
their own personal fears and challenges that came along with COVID-19. 
I also saw our most precious clients and members adapt and show us just 
how tough they really are as well! We all continue to stay positive during 
our COVID fight. We know this is just a glimpse in time, and soon we will 
be floating in our beautiful pool again without a care in the world!

-Shannon

We are excited to announce that one of our custom made vans have
arrived! Opportunity Living was the recipient of a grant from USDA in 
the amount of $56,200. We were able to purchase 2 vans with funds 
from the grant and handicapped accessible van donors. The clients will 
enjoy their new van custom made to offer the highest comfort and op-
timal safety for them. A big shout out to USDA staff Whitney Pedersen 
and Dana Davis for your help through the process! We can’t wait for the 
second one to arrive. Watch Facebook for pictures! 

Tony Evans Photography

THANK YOU TO OUR HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBLE VAN DONORS:

American Legion Auxilary #31
Kevin and Sandy Banwart

Brittany Barron
Jordan Beidler
Kelsey Beidler
Angie Bigelow
Nitaya Blades

Norman and Jan Buenger
Sherry Cates

Mike and Stephanie Corey-Patterson
Ariel Eberle

Kent and Jody Eubank
Larry and Charlys Folk

Amanda Harris
Roger and Barb Hart

Donna Hollers
Kale and Cynthia Kistler

Knights of Columbus- Iowa State Council
Julie Lamaak

Henry “Hank” Lauck
Don and Shannon Mahannah

Dennis and Karmin Mason
Tabatha Mendoza

Brock and Elizabeth Meyer
Brook Mikkelsen

Mollie Mortensen

Dale and Arlene Mueggenberg
Duane and Darcy Murley

Scott Nepple
Karen Palumbo

Jeff and Mary Patterson
Elmer Prescott
Jennifer Scott

Steve and Patricia Sharkey
Lowell and Peggy Stoolman

Kevin Van Every
Jamie and Jill Westcott
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How does your garden grow? At Opportunity Living we are fortunate enough 
to have one of the best educators to answer that question! Darcy Murley has 
been part of the Opportunity Living Team for 31 years. Darcy has a bachelor’s 
degree in Horticulture from Iowa State and our clients have the benefit of 
learning from her. You will see Darcy working with clients of all skill levels to 
ensure they can participate in her classroom at all stages - from planting seeds 
to harvesting the final product to delivering food to the tables for all clients to 
enjoy. There are many adaptive pieces of equipment that allow everyone to 
participate and feel included in the entire process. 
Darcy witnesses the clients feel such pride and accomplishment for their gar-
dening efforts. Darcy said, “The simple act of growing a cucumber brings such 
anticipation and a smile that is so cool to see.” Darcy’s goals in her classroom 
are for the clients and staff that assist them to learn and experience everything 
to do with horticulture. Darcy is an educator. Darcy Said, “Did you know that 
we share more than 60% of our DNA with a banana?” Wow! 
Darcy also explores all of our five senses. The sense of touch, for example, can 
be experienced through the use of adaptive tools to plant or hoe a garden. 
One of Darcy’s favorite memories is, “taking the clients to Stewart Memorial 
Community Hospital to water their plants. The friendships the clients have 
made with hospital and clinic staff is so valuable. The positive social interac-
tions make this a special memory for me.” 
There is a special quote posted by the gardens that reads: “Approach the gar-
den and the plants within it as an adventure not a chore, as an opportunity not 
an obligation.” Quote by Hank Bruce and Jill Tomi Falk. 
So, if you enjoy a walk on our beautiful trail, admire the bountiful garden that 
many hands planted and know how much love is put into each and every plant 
as it grows.

Diggin’ In The Dirt!
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Grants Galore!

Pringle Grant

Iowa Developmental Disability Council Grant 

Calhoun County Community Foundation Grant 

Opportunity Living was the recipient of a $1,000 grant 
to purchase iPads for waiver homes in Carroll. The funds 
became available due to the COVID pandemic. Due to 
Covid-19 the members are unable to have visitors in their 
homes. The members miss their families and other mem-
bers from the other homes, and the families really miss 
visiting them as well. We now are able to offer memora-
ble face time opportunities with their families and their 
friends at the other houses. They also Skype and can mir-
ror to their television for church services and virtual tours 
of things such as the zoo and concerts, if they choose. The 
members have had a great time also learning new apps 
on the iPad to expand their creativity. Thank you Iowa DD 
Council for the grant and all the wonderful memories it 
has created already!

In January, the Pringle Charitable Trust has helped to change the lives of our 
clients in the Adjusted Pace Active Care (APAC) program by providing them an 
iPad to enhance educational programming, social connection via Skype and 
interactive sensory. The clients also use iPads to mirror to their television for 
activities such as par-ticipating in devotions, which is offered weekly. Clients 
enjoy watching the Eagle and Puppy Cams that have become so popular on 
social media and Skyping with family is always a favorite, especially during this 
time of the pandemic. Thank you Pringle Charitable Trust for being a partner 
with APAC and providing these op-portunities for the clients!

Opportunity Living was the recipient of a $9,000 grant from the Calhoun 
County Community Foundation for the purchase of 10 automatic external 
defibrillators (AED). Sudden cardiac arrest is the leading the cause of death in 
adults, and treatment delays of 4 to 5 minutes’ decrease survival chances by 
almost 40 percent. Most heart attacks occur at work or home, and prompt use of 
automatic external defibrillators (AED) and CPR techniques save many lives. A new 
AED will be placed in each Intermediate Care Facility (ICF) home in Lake City and 
Rockwell City and at the Activity Center. Thank you Calhoun County Community 
Foundation for your generous support of this life saving project!  
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Proud to be #OppStrong!

Jay and Barb (activity support 
professional) are waving at the firetrucks 
as they drive by.

Bynam enjoys the warm sun and golf 
cart rides.

Danielle and Andrea (activity support 
professional) are working on an art 
project.

Donald is playing Connect 4. Thank you 
to Dream Wishers for this purchase.

Deb wanted to tell everyone that she 
misses you so much.

Teegin and Shyla (activity support
professional) painting the windows.

Justin enjoys it when his furry little 
friend comes to the window so they can 
hang out.

Richard is doing JAW-SOME during 
COVID.

“Providing Special Persons 
Opportunities for Living”
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Butterfly Migration
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Party In A Box!

 Julie Clayton, President of the Opportunity Living Board 
of Directors, and her husband Darren recently teamed 
up with Molly and You to provide a sweet treat to the 

clients, members and staff at Opportunity Living.

64 coloring/word 
search activities

28 virtual activities

3 snack meals
4 lunch meals

3 supper meals
2 breakfast meals

1,612 total servings

Wow! Staff Betterment, Dream Wishers and Administration enjoyed
providing weekly “Party In A Box” to all the clients, members and staff. We 
wanted to help brighten up their week by giving them meals, snack and 
packets full of activities. We want to give our staff a special SHOUT OUT 
for all they have done through the pandemic and taking care of our most 
cherished- our clients and members. We look forward to having everyone 
back at the center so we can have a little bit of normal.

Party Box Themes
• Pizza Party (in a box)
• Hot Diggity Dog! It’s Picnic Time!
• Hopping Over to Say Happy Easter!
• Ho, Ho, Ho! Happy Christmas in April!
• It’s a Pizza & Pajamas Party!

• Peanut Butter and Jelly Time!
• Do-nut Forget That We Appreciate you!
• Hot Diggity Dog!
• Dig In- We Appreciate You!
• Going Out With A POP!
• A lil’ Somethin’ if You’re Feeling BLUE to Let You Know We Miss You!
• Rootin Tootin Root Beer Float P-A-R-T-Y (Floating by to Say Hi!)
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Planned Giving
We are extremely grateful for all our friends who have supported Opportunity Living during the COVID-19 
pandemic. This has been a truly trying time for everyone and we cannot thank you enough for your kindness and 
generosity.  For many, this time has also been one of reflection, to think about what is truly important to us, what 
we still want to accomplish and even what we wish to send beyond ourselves into the future.

For over 30 years Opportunity Living has been a dynamic resource for our community. Opportunity Living is 
constantly changing and adapting to the new guidelines, funding streams and being fiscally responsible to assure 
our clients and members  have wonderful homes to live in, great staff to take care of them and our community 
has an activity center with all of its perks available to them. We are constantly seeking innovative ways to better 
ourselves on behalf of our clients and members and our community. We do our best to plan, prepare and protect 
the things that we love most, our clients and members.

Opportunity Living’s endowment is built for this very reason. An endowment for any healthy non-profit can act as 
a sort of insurance policy, helping the beloved charity through unforeseen tough and lean times and ensuring it 
can continue its important mission in perpetuity. In our case, that perpetual mission is to inspire future 
generations to protect our clients and members. Forever. 

You can create that legacy and you can help ensure Opportunity Living is here for generations to come, and best 
of all you can do it with a gift that costs absolutely nothing today.

Unless a donor specifies otherwise, all gifts by Will and Testament (bequests) that Opportunity Living receives 
are placed into our endowment and make an impact that will last for many years to come. It is extremely easy to 
make a gift in your Will and Testament. Also, by letting Opportunity Living know you’ve made this incredibly mean-
ingful choice, we can celebrate your generosity today for a gift of and for tomorrow.

If you would like to talk about the Opportunity Living endowment, gifts by will, any other planned giving ideas you 
may have please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at any time. I would enjoy speaking with you!

As always, NEVER make any decisions that impact you or your family’s financial future without talking to your 
advisor(s) FIRST. 

Be well,

Jayne Wilhelm
Community Relations and Development Director
712-464-8961

Opportunity Living
Annual Meeting

Date:
Time:

Location:

September 22, 2020
5:00 p.m.
Opportunity Acres
(Activity Center)
1890 E Main St. 
Lake City, IA 51449

Public Welcome- the audited financial 
report will be presented at this time as 

well as other business to be scheduled.
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2019-2020 Memorials

Thank You, Shannon & Don!Thank You, Julie!

Thank you to all who continue to honor their loved ones with memorial donations to 
Opportunity Living. We are so thankful that their spirit lives on and continues to make an 

impact on the lives of the clients and members of Opportunity Living.

Honoring Joe
Joe was such a sweet man who loved to laugh! It didn’t matter what type of 
joke or who got in trouble; he always busted out a giggle and let me tell you; 
it was one of the most contagious laughs! Joe would always tell us if he liked 
or disliked something, there was no in between for him. The people who got 
to know Joe could be able to tell by just a simple look from him. Joe was very 
personable. When he went into a room people would go right up to him and 
start talking and joking around. You would have to be careful though that you 
didn’t interrupt him while he was watching one of his TV shows because he 
would give you one of those looks! Joe was definitely a homebody. He
enjoyed sitting outside with his friends as well, but he would always make 
time for a good party or two. He also had his favorites. Those certain people 
could read him a book and he absolutely loved them. Joe is missed 
dearly by his family here at Opportunity Living.

Doris Stoolman
Marlin Struecker

Richard “Dick” Subbert
Harold Webb
Earline Wilson

Margaret Winker
Marilyn Wuebker

Jill Austin
Kathy Axman

Alan Berg
C. Clancy

Dale Davis
Phil Eichhorn

Jim Ewing
Margaret Feld
Mary K. Green

Thelma McMeekin 
Roni Meisner

Phyllis Morrow
Joann Moulds
Art Pottebaum

Brian Schleisman
Joe Scott

Douglas Seavert
Dale Sexton 

Ben Habeger
Robert Hecht

Henry “Hank” Lauck
Paul Hauck

Mike Leavell
Terri Leavell

Bill Lindgreen
John F. Lizer
Lucille Main

Shannon Mahannah, CEO, and her 
husband, Don, recently purchased 
250 masks for every employee at 
Opportunity Living. “Our intent was 
to hopefully ease some stress for 
staff as COVID numbers increase in 
our area. We appreciate everything 
the staff do that is always above and 
beyond!” #oppstrong #maskupopp

Lake View Family Chiro-
practic owner Julie Clayton, 
President of the Board of 
Directors of Opportunity 
Living, and Noble Popcorn 
“popped” in to say “Thank 
You” to the staff and clients 
at Opportunity Living with 
their Cedar Creek Brand 
flavored popcorn.
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Grow Green County Gaming Corporation Grant

OPERATION SOS...We Have A Match!
Over 30 years ago when Opportunity Living became a reality, the team also felt the importance of having a 
handicapped accessible therapeutic pool. Our pool is unique to most pools. Our pool is kept at a warmer tem-
perature to help with sore muscles and joints, and allow stiff ligaments the ability to improve in range of motion 
with regular use. In this pool friendships are made, children learn to swim, and lifesavers are created by teach-
ing lifeguard classes. Our pool also offers freedom; freedom for individuals who are wheelchair-bound to get in 
and out of the pool for a class (due to the accessible ramp to walk / push wheelchairs to and from the water), 
and the ability to move freely without a wheelchair while in the water when a majority of their time is spent in 
a wheelchair due to their inability to get around without one on solid ground. Our pool offers these individuals 
the ability to stand, move and walk on their own – something they aren’t otherwise able to do. Can you imagine 
how amazing that freedom feels to these individuals? 

No matter how amazing our pool is and no matter how many lives it has positively impacted, the pool will not be 
able to continue to run without serious repairs. Contractors have determined that the Dectron Dehumidification 
Unit has failed and the boiler is in despair. Both of these components are the heart of any indoor pool, especial-
ly a therapeutic pool. The funds we are working so hard to raise will be used to replace the failed mechanical 
equipment along with necessary duct, piping, and electrical work. 

Our donors have recognized the importance of our pool for the clients and members of Opportunity Living and 
the community. They have been supportive in our efforts to raise funds for the repairs. With their help, we are 
excited to announce that we have a match! 

We have an anonymous donor who would like to drive the fundraiser across the finish line and match donations 
to the Operation SOS: Save Our Swimming Pool project. The donor recognizes that there are countless benefits 
to having a therapeutic pool at Opportunity Living. Lake City and the surrounding communities benefit greatly 
from the pool as well. Our donor is committed to Opportunity Living and the great work we do 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week for our most precious people - our clients and members. Now is the perfect time to give and double 
your donation! We hope you will Dive Into Action and consider a gift to Operation SOS: Save Our Swimming 
Pool and make a difference in the lives of those who love to make a splash! 

Opportunity Living is proud to have received the Grow Green County Gaming Corporation Grant in the amount 
of $11,500 for Operation SOS: Save Our Swimming Pool. As a community activity center, Opportunity Living has 
built wonderful lasting relationships over the last 30 years. We also believe that having the only therapeutic pool 
within two hours is a huge benefit to the area. Also, we understand the benefits warm water has on joint and 
muscle strength and flexibility.  We see amazing accomplishments with range of motion, balance and endurance. 
The grant funds will be used to replace the failed mechanical equipment for our 30-year-old therapeutic pool 
used by the community and clients at Opportunity Living. Contractors have determined that the Dectron 
Dehumidification Unit has failed and the boiler is in despair. Both of these components are the heart of any 
indoor pool, especially a therapeutic pool. These units will both be replaced along with necessary duct, piping, 
and electrical work. Thank you Grow Green Gaming Corporation for your support of this project that affects the 
lives of not only our clients and members but our community members as well!

https://www.opportunityliving.org/donate/operation-sos-donation
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OPERATION SOS
Whale Donors:

Shark Donors:

Dolphin Donors:

Starfish Donors:

Sea Turtle Donors:

Goal
$206,000

$135,000  
raised

Rita Anderson
Tom and Sandra Anderson
Marvin and Rachel Berg
Frederick and Jolene Bristol
Mike and Stephanie Corey-Patterson
David and Kathleene Cumings
Tom Davis
Scott DeVries
Emily Erickson
Andy and Deanne Grantham
Bill and Sherri Hanks
Barbara Hobbs
Jean Lampe
Brook Mikkelsen
Amanda Miller
Carolyn Morgan
Dale and Arlene Mueggenberg
Darcy Murley
Scott Nepple
Mary Patterson
Marleta Smith
Lee and Patricia VanMeter
Merle and Cheryl Wuebker

Anonymous
ARC of Colfax County
Giving Tuesday Donors
Grow Green Grant
Paul and Shelia Janssen
Staff Fundraisers
Kay Streeter
Steve and Jana Winquist

A.M. Water Aerobic Class 
Daryl and Dorothy Bean
Ronald Berg
Computer Concepts 
Grace Dierenfeld
Drees Plumbing and Heating
Phil Fanning and Jayne Wilhelm
Lake View Family Chiro- Julie Clayton
Don and Shannon Mahannah
Harold and Virginia Olson

Bandstra Law Firm
Nick and Linn Block
Knights of Columbus
Irva Krause
Carmen Ludwig
Earl Ludwig
Pluck A Duck Fundraiser 
Robert and Peggy Scanlan
Jill Westcott

Bernie and Connie Bellcock
Nitaya Blades
Juanita Borland
Nathan Burley
Nick and Kate Burley
Mike and Rebecca Carstensen
Louise Chism
Max and Frances Chudy

($1,000 and higher)

($500-$999)

($250-$499)

($100-$249)

($100-$249)

($50-$99)

Others:

Hannah Dreckman
Kent and Jody Eubank
Dennis and Barbara Hedin 
Jackson Pioneer 4-H Club
William and Jillian Johnson
Donald and Dorothy Jorgenson
Joe and Sally Kangley
Cynthia Kistler
Doug Krause
Denise Lauridsen
Lake City American Legion Post 31
Brock and Liz Meyer
Kelly and Hillaree Meyer
Marty Minnick
Jeff Redenius
Patricia Sharkey
Jim and Janet Staver
Dirk and Sherry Wellman

Sea Turtle Donors (Continued):
Jeanne Beckman
Shirley Beckman
Jane Blackford
Carlyee Clark
Kim Davis
Larry and Rita Frank
Eric Frank
Crystal Harding
Amanda Harris
Bruce and Mary Huckett
Tim and Marti Huster
Dennis and Sharon Johnson
Toni Kerns
Karla Peterson
Lindsey Pope
Phyllis Remsburg
Mercedes Rury
Brianna Schwab
Jennifer Scott
Donna Scrimager
Gary and Kay Streeter
Raymond Vought
Amy Whiting

https://www.opportunityliving.org/donate/operation-sos-donation

*Every gift is important to us and if we have made an error in listing your name, we apologize 
and want to correct our records. Please call Jayne Wilhelm at  712-464-8961.



Opportunity Living
1890 E. Main St.
Lake City, IA 51449

OPPORTUNITY LIVING NONDISCRIMINATION STATEMENT
Opportunity Living is a not for profit corporation serving the Lake City and Rockwell City area of Iowa, whose purpose is to offer housing and life-style choices for adult clients/
consumers with developmental disabilities or brain injuries and is licensed or certified by the Dept. of Inspections and Appleas Health Facilities Division or the Department of 
Human Services. Opportunity Living does not discriminate in admission of cleints/consumers based on race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, martial or veteran satus, 
sexual orientation or physical or mental disabilities. Opportunity Living offers equal employment opportunities to all employees and applications for employment, without 
regard to race, color, religion, sex, nation orgin, age, amrital or veteran status, sexual oreintation, or physical or mental disabilites, genetic predispostion or pregnancy. This 
includes, but is not limited to, hiring, placement, promotion, termination, layoff, recall, transfer, leaves of absence, compensation and training.

SAVE THE

Saturday, November 7, 2020

We are excited to host our First Annual FUNdraising Banquet filled with 
great food, fun, an informational short program and entertainment by Felix 

and Fingers Dueling Pianos! Funds raised will be used to support Operation 
SOS: Save our Swimming Pool. Watch Facebook and our website for more  
information soon! If you would like to be a sponsor for this event, please call 

Jayne Wilhelm@712-464-8961. We thank you for your support!

DATE!


